
Commissioning of M. W. Kellogg Transport Reactor Loop

Transport Reactor Train Disengage Performance Tests

Table 5.1.1 lB-1

Disengage Test Results - GEESI

Test Disengage Solids Solids Collection

Test Duration, Inlet Velocity, Feed Rate, Loss Rate, Solidsl Efficiency,

No. Min ftls Iblhr Iblhr Gas Ratio Percent

1 2.0 26.0 19,440 345 6.4 98.2
2 1.5 26.0 21,000 100 6.9 99.5

3 1.78 45.2 16,183 707 3.05 95.6

4 0.62 45.2 46,878 632 8.85 98.7
I 5 I 0.108 I 45.2 I 387.969 I 1.385 I 73.2 I 95.6 I

6 2.24 45.2 18,543 750 3.5 95.96

7- 1.85 26.0 6,858 2,562 2.3 48.0

8 3.17 26.0 2,170 1,184 0.71 45.4

9 2.15 35.5 10,788 363 2.6 96.6

10 1.37 35.5 16,002 154 3.9 99.0
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Figure 5.1.1 1A-2 Disengage Grade Efficiency Curve
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‘igure 5.1.11 B-1 Schematic Diagram of Experimental Setup at GEESI
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5.1.12 Solids Conveying System

5.1.12.1 Introduction

This section provides operational background and history of various solids conveying
systems in the process. All solid conveying systemswere provided by Clyde Pneumatics.
During the initial testing (when aluminawas used), severalproblems developed with the
Clyde Pneumatics conveying equipment. The rotofeeders on FDo21o (coal), FD0220
(sorbent), and FD0530 (spentsolids) tended to bind and the motors had to be manually
turned. For FDo21O and FD0530, spacerswere installedto allow more clearancebetween
the rotor and the internalplates. When FD0530 was taken apartfor this operation, the
plate on top of the rotorwasextensively scored. There was an areanear the center part of
the driving shaftwhere the scoring was more severe. The metal rolled up causingthe
rotor to bind. The other problem was associatedwith the Spheri valves. The valves
tended to bind between the valve hemisphere and the pressureseal.Additional spacingwas
added-to the FD0520 (PCD fines) and the FDo51O (standpipeash)bottom Spheri valves,
the FDo21o (coal feeder) bottom and middle Spherivalves, and the FD0220 (sorbent
feeder) middle Spheri valve so that the hemisphere part would not bind but the inflated
sealwould still provide sealing. The FD0140 (usedfor initial reactor filling) and FD0820
(baghouseash) dense-phasepumps worked well, although the FD0820 had not transported
asmany solids asthe FD0140 system. As of this time FDo81o (sulfator ash)and FDo61o
(sulfatorsorbent addition) had not been put in service.

5.1.12.2 Coal Feeder (FDO21O)

Basedon the binding problem experience with FD0530, a spacerwas placed in the FDo21o
rotofeeder. The bottom of the rotofeeder would not operate properly due to the presence
of moisture. The rotofeeder was taken apartand cleaned out. Water had been introduced
into the system through a vent line on the coal feeder that did not have a rain hat. A rain
hat was installedto prevent this from occurring again. When alumina was added the
rotofeeder bound frequently. Sometimes the rotofeeder could be freed by rotating the
motor by hand. Pieces of gratingwere found plugging the l-inch dischargeline from
FDo140. A screen was placed in the FD0140 silo to prevent the transfer of oversized
material.

Solids carryover from the FDo21o and FD0220 vent lines to the process line upstream of
the reactor pressureletdown valve (I?V287)was found to be the causeof the PV287
erosion. These vents valveswere intended to allow a flow through the dispensevessel
while maintainingthe dispensevesselat a pressurea few psig above the conveying line
pressure. Valves were installedin these lines and were closed to prevent the erosion from
occurring. A designwas completed to route the vents to the silos above the feeders;
however, it was found in CCTIC that the rotofeeders would operate without the vents.
Differential pressure (between the dispensevesseland the nitrogen supply to the purge
valves) controllers were added to reduce the flow ratethrough the dispensevesselswhen

5.1.12-1
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operating at low pressures. This was done so that when operating at 50 psig there will not
be too much air flow forced through the flow orifices that are supplied air at 315 psig. By
controlling the upstream pressure,the amount of flow was reduced.

Other problems developed with the FD0210 feeder when it would not transfersolids.
When the bottom was removed, epoxy paint chips were found. The inside of the vessels
had been previously coated with epoxy (some of which had lost adhesion). Most of the
loose epoxy was removed from the inside of the vessels. Also during CCTIC, the FDO21O
tripped due to the top lock vessel Spheri valve failing to fully close. By enabling and
disabling the fill cycle, the Spheri valve closed and the feeder was started. After coal was
added to FD0210, the operation became smoother. Due to the plugging that occurred
between the rotofeeder outlet and where the solids entered a smallerpipe, the bottom line
was modified by adding a valve at the elbow to allow the rodding out of plugs or blowing
out the line.

During CCT2C the coal flow into the feeder became erratic. The cycles became very
short with the coal blowing back into the silo. Coal could be drained out of the drain
chute very easilywhich indicated that the bottom of the coal bin was not plugged. The
erratic feeding continued which resultedin the plant operation shutting down. Four
drums of coal were drained from the feeder, and the feeder was inspected with a
horoscope. The lock vesselwas clean and the dispensevesselwas clean except for missing
patches of epoxy and a small amount of coal on the feeder plate. By using a horoscope for
inspection, an areawas found that appearedto be raisedon the dispensevesselSpheri valve
seal; however, when the vesselwas taken apart,the raisedareawas determined to be
corrosion on the outer plate. A Clyde representativeindicated thatwhen the level probe
in the lock hopper was not working, it causedthe vesselto overfill thereby causingthe
coal to pack in the lock vesseland on the walk during pressurizationwhich can cause it to
hang-up.

The feeder was taken apartto check the Spheri valves and the connection valve (XV8457).
The connection valve was partially blocked by an off-center piece of gasket. The dispense

vessel Spheri valve sealwas found to be okay. Gasketswere installedto increasethe
spacing (to 0.C)2C)-inchclearance). The valve was very hard to turn so it was further
inspected. It was found that the greasesealswere too tight and the valve could not be
turned by hand like other valves. The lock vessel Spheri valve was found to have a
roughed surface on the Spheri valve seal. The sealwas replaced and gasketswere added to
space the sealfurther apart. A bridge of wet coal was found above the upper Spheri valve.
The wet coal was removed. The upper valve of the three Spheri valves was not modified.

5.1.12.3 Sorbent Feeder (FD0220)

,

The FD0220 rotofeeder has a history similar to the FD0210 rotofeeder. The line from the
rotofeeder is smaller and plugs easily. When the fines were recycled in August, the

5.1.12-2
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pressure drop in the transfer line was erratic. As with the FDO21Ofeeder, a valve was
added at the elbow to allow the rodding out of plugs or blowing out the line.

On severaloccasions the level probe in the dispensevesselwould not function. The probe
was adjustedand later readjustedwith aluminain a bucket. On August 16 the pressure
tubing within the purge control cabinet ruptured. Fortunately the cabinet relief valves
were adequatefor the flow. Most of the tube fittingswere changed to Swagelock.

In October the lock vessel Spherivalve sealwas found to be leaking becausethe O-ring
was pinched. The O-ring and the sealwere both replaced. After this repair, the nitrogen
flow rateused for the Spheri valve sealsbecame small as indicated by the FV490 valve
position. At one point in November, the middle Spherivalve would not close. The shaft
was oiled and has worked properly since that time.

5.1.12.4 Sorbent Material Transporter (FDO51O)

When alumina was transferredfrom the reactor standpipe, both Spherivalveswould not
rotate. The gap for the bottom Spheri valve was increasedto add clearance,and the
pressuresealwas replaced. The upper Spherivalve was loosened by increasingthe pressure
on the actuator piston. On another occasion, the top Spherivalve would not rotate. The
air lines to one side of the actuatorwere removed and the valve rotated freely.

In August the top Spheri valve on FDo51o would not close. After adjustingthe pressure
to the cylinder that rotates the valve, the valve would close. The FD0206 and FDo51o
were run for a few minutes each hour to avoid condensation. In October the dispense
vessel level probe would not function. Water and a loose connector in the wiring was
found and repaired. The dispensevesselSpherivalve sealwas found to be leaking and was
replaced.

5.1.12.5 PCD Fine Ash Transporter (FD0520)

In July the bottom Spheri valve would not completely close and had to be removed. Some
chunks of refractory were found on top of the hemisphere and the top of the hemisphere
was scored. The pressuresealwas replaced, the spacingwas increased,and the top of the
hemisphere was polished with sand paper. Later the dischargeclogged severaltimes with
refractory pieces. It was cleared by rodding into the dischargeline. Due to the reduction
in cross section between the vessel and 2-inch dischargeline, there is little tolerance for
largerparticles.

In November the vent valve was found to be leaking a largeamount of gas. (There is a 4.7-
mm orifice downstream of the valve. The FD0530 baghouse was running 5 to 10 inches of
water.) When inspected this valve was found to be severely scored. FD0520 also had to be
tapped to get the solids to flow due to a leakingvent valve. Also, the Spheri valve was not
closing within the delay timer’s range due to a stuck shuttlevalve. The piston and shuttle

5.1.12-3
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valves on FDo21o, FD0220, FDo51o, and FD0520 (two per feeder) were greasedwith O-
ring grease.

5.1.12.6 Standpipe to FD051 OScrew Conveyor (FD0206)

During initial pressuretesting of the reactor, the screw cooler leaked and the packing
glands were tightened to prevent additional leakage. During initial operation and testing
the glandswere loosened to prevent stallingthe motor. AEteroperating the motor, the
packing was tightened againbut the packing continued to leak as indicated by the purge
flow. The original packing was replacedwith rope packing and tightened. This has
proved to be a satisfactory solution to the problem.

5.1.12.7 Sulfator Sorbent Feeder (FD061 O)

Functional checks were written for FD0610 (limestone/sorbent to the sulfator) and
completed.

5.1.12.8 Sulfator Overflow to Ash Silo Screw Conveyor (FD0602)

Functional checks were written for FD0602 (screw cooler on sulfator ashto FDO81O)and
completed October 31.

5.1.12.9 Standpipe and PCD Ash Transport to Ash Silo (FD0530)

FD0530 Logic: During the preliminary run through, the whole program remained locked
in the first cycle. The PLC programs are gearedto completion of every condition in order
to continue to the next. If any condition is not satisfiedthe program does not continue.

The first step did not complete becausethe differentialpressureswitch (PDS8562) between
the lock hopper and the storage bin would not indicate that the pressurehad dropped
when the lock vessel vent valve was opened. It was determined that the problem was that
the high leg of the switch had water on the process side. The PDS8562 switch settingwas
increasedfrom Oto 15 millibar, i.e., at lessthen 15 millibar the lock vesselwill be
considered to be depressured. Should solids accumulate in the lock vesselvent the switch
may not work in the future since 15 millibar is only about 6 inches of water (the
maximum setting on the switch is 60 millibar). Thus, the vent line will need a purge to
prevent water from entering the unit. During lateroperation, it was found that this
pressure switch was wired to the normally open contacts whereas it should have been
wired to the normally closed contacts.

, I

The DCS showed that out-of-range was a condition as part of the interlock; however,
there were no steps in the program that used the out-of-range condition. An out-of-range
condition was put into the program so that when any instrumentbecomes out of range the
program will stop on the next cycle.

5.1.12-4
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One reading that was not present on the system was the storagebin temperature (TE8562
and TT8562). A resistorwas installedon the PLC to take the place of the temperature
switch until the temperatureinstrumentscan be installed.

After the above repairs,FD0530 would cycle completely through the rotofeed fill cycle.
At the startof the rotofeed fill (which is startedby a low level reading in the rotofeed
vessel), the vent valve on the lock vessel is vented. When the pressureswitch (I?DS8562)is
satisfied,the isolation Spherivalve is opened followed by the lock vessel Spherivalve.
These valves remain open for 30 seconds or until the level switch in the lock vessel
indicates level. Then the lock vesselvent valve is closed followed by the isolation Spheri
valve and the lock vesselSpheri valve. The lock vesselpressure is then equalized with the
rotofeed vessel. When the pressurehasequalized the rotofeed vesselSpheri valve opens for
25 seconds. The rotofeed vesselSpheri valve then closes. At this point the cycle restarts if
the level in the rotofeed vessel is still low. During this test the rotofeeder motor was
running.

A DCS representation is needed for the level switches k the storage bin. Currently there
is no method to know where the levels are.

FD0530 Operation: When first tested on aluminain March, the rotofeeder bound tight
and the motor could not be rotated by hand. The rotofeeder was inspected and the plate
on top of the rotor was found to be scored. The area near the shaft indicated metal-to-
metal gallingwhich could cause the binding. As a solution to the problem shims were
used to increasethe gap between the rotor and the top plate.

When aluminawas transferredfrom the FD0530 bin to the ash silo, the motor would stop
continuously. The motor could be turned by hand with some difficulty and could
eventually be freed by rotating the motor forward and backward by hand. The rotofeeder
would not operate continuously until the feeder was almost empty. The level probe in the
dispense vessel indicated the vesselwas full when it was not. In November the rotofeeder
plugged. The rotorfeeder was cleaned and the shaftwas greased. It worked for only a

short time. Moisture contained in the blow through from the FD0520 vent valve leak was
suspectedasthe causeof the problems.

5.1.12.10 FeedstockandStart-upBedMaterialTransporters

The BOP dense phasewas completed in April 1996. Functional check listswere prepared
and used for the FDo140, FDo154, and FDO1O4systems. For the FDo140 system, the
three-way valveswere not set up the sameasthe logic. The valveswere therefore taken
apart and reassembledso that the switch and the panel matched the valves actualfunction.
Also, one of the proximity switches on the three-way valve was found to be broken. For

the FD0154 and FDo1o4 systems, the high high-level switches on the FDo21o and FD0220
wiring was changed to make it function properly. Also the logic for the level switch on
FDo1o4 had to be reversed. The FDo140 (usedfor initial reactor filling), the FDo154

5.1.12-5
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(sorbent transport from pulverized silo to MWK silo), and the FDoI04 (coal transport
from the pulverized silo to the MWK silo) have worked well.

5.1.12.11 Summary

All of the balance of plant densephasetransportshave performed well (FDO1O4,FDO1O5,
FDo140, and FD0820). The instrumentation on FDo81O and FD0610 have been checked,
but have not been operated with solids.

The five feeders in the structurehad a number of problems (FDO21O,FD0220, FDO51O,
FD0520, and FD0530). The current statusof these feeders is unsatisfactory. With hind
sight these feeders might have worked fine if they had not been operated with alumina
which flows well and has created scoured partssince it is a hard substance.

Since the rotofeeders will not tolerate any largeparticles, any foreign materialthat falls
into them”of a slightly largersize will plug them. The rotofeeders were coated on the
inside with epoxy paint which specifically should not have been done per the MWK
purchase order. The slow peeling of the epoxy requiresthat the epoxy be completely
removed from the FD0210 and FD0220 vesselsto prevent future outages.

Due to the undersized line on FD0220 (3/4-inch diameter, XX strong), the plan is to
replace the line with a largerline.

The FDo51o and FD0520 vesselshave a major problem with the reduction at the exit from
4 to 2 inches which createsa naturalchoke point. Since larger lines would consume much
more nitrogen, a number of ports have been added to blow backward and forward and to
rod out the lumps.

S:IPSDF15 1 12.doc——
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5.1.13 Pressure Letdown Valve

5.1.13.1 Chronology and Modifications

This section is a discussionof the modifications madeto the trim of the MWK reactor
pressureletdown valve PV-287 and the resultsthesemodifications have on the flow
characteristicsof the valve.

Per MWK specifications,PV-287 was originallysuppliedwith a modified Whisper III trim.
However, it was soon discoveredthatthe valve did not havethe flow capacity requiredfor
start-up(50 psi inlet). Insteadthe valvewas sized for normal operating conditions only (320
psi inlet). To remedy this, the valve trim was replacedwith an equalpercentagetrim that
provided the requiredflow capacityfor start-up.

Upon replacingthe Whisper IIItrim with the equalpercentagetrim, it was necessaryto
rotatethe valve 180° horizontally in the pipe line so that flow was from top to bottom (as
opposed to from bottom to top aswith the Whisper III cage). The equalpercentagecage
performed well in allowing the desiredflow capaci~ however, due to solids in the line three
setsof trim were soon eroded to the point of failure/inoperabili~ (aswell asthree valve
bodies). As the air/solids passedthrough the trim, this flow was divided into eightstreams,
eachnearsonic veloci~ and travelingdirectly downward toward the bottom of the body.
This resultedin extremewear problems. Therefore the third time that the valve/body
deteriorated,it was decided to mod@ the originalWhisper III cageto provide more flow
capacity and place this modified trim back in the valve body. The theory was thatcageflow
in the Whisper III would enterthe valve atthe bottom of the trim, flow up through the cage
where it would be dispersedinto many smallflow streams(8I6 with the valve 100-percent
open), then flow out of the top of the trim. This upward flow path coupled with the
multiple (8I6) small streamswould be lesserosivethanthe downward flow path with the
eight largestreams.

To determinethe requiredmodifications to the Whisper III cage,the holes in the cagewere
counted and the hole patternmapped. An estimationwas then made of how many holes
would be exposed versusvalveplug position. Each hole was one-sixteenth-inchdiameteron
the inlet sidewith a stepto one-eighth-inchdiameteron the outlet side. A simple orifice
calculationwas performed for a one-sixteenth-inchdiameterorifice to determinethe amount
of flow eachhole could pass. This calculationuncovered a discrepancybetween the
calculatedvalve flow coefficients (Cgs) andthe ones on the MWK valve datasheet. The
valve datasheetindicatesthatthe flow characteristicis basicallylinear,while the oriilce
calculationindicatedthat the flow was similarto an equalpercentagecharacteristicfor the
first 50 percent of travel, then linearfor the remaining50 percent of travel. To resolvethis,
FisherValves sentthe actualCg vs percent open datafor the originalvalve trim thatwas
provided. This dataconfirmed that the datasheetsdid not match what was actually
provided. The maximum Cg was correct, but the flow characteristicwas not.

5.1.13.1
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To modify the Whisper III cage,all of the holes in the cagewere drilled to seven-sixty-
fourths of an inch (0.109)diameteron the inlet side. The outlet side remainedat one-eighth-
inch (0.125)diameter. Figure 5.1.13-1compares the flow characteristicof the original cagevs
the motiled cage. As is shown, the original cagewas extremely inadequateto provide the
requiredflow during start-up,while the modified cagewas sufficient.

During operation, when the valve is opened lessthan 50 percent, one method to detectwear
in the valve trim is to compare the actualposition of the valve with the predicted position
based on calculations. If the valve is open considerably more than calculationspredict, then
wear may be a problem. Figures5.1.13-2through -7 show the flow capacityvs percent valve
open for various inlet pressures. The outlet pressureshave also been varied slightlyto
account for differentoperatingparameters,but this hasa minimal effect on the calculations.
The main component is inlet pressure. For all calculations,500°F was used asthe operating
temperature. This is conservativein thatthe higherthe temperature,the higherthe specific
volume of the fluid and thereforethe lessflow capacityof the valve at a given position.
ThereforeYif the operatingtemperatureis less,the flows shown will be greater. These curves
will be helpful in monitoring the operability of valve PV-287 and determiningthe condition
of the valve trim.

5.1.13.2 Summary

h anomalous venting operation from the feed systemcausedthe high erosion of the back
pressurecontrol valve. The high erosion resultedin a valve failurewhich affectedthe
control of the back pressure.

The originalvalve sizewas in error and hasbeen corrected. The originalWhisper III trim
was changedto equalpercentagetrim, which allowed desiredflow control at low air
pressuresduring start-up. The Whisper III cagewas modified to provide better control
during start-up. It will be testedata laterdate.

5.1.13-2
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AComparison with Other Processes

5.2 OPERABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMMISSIONING TESTS

The purpose of this section is to analyze some of the operational data in order to achieve a
better understanding of the reactor system and to provide a guideline for future operation
and design. In the past two combustion testsduring August (CCTIC test run) and
November (CCT2C test run) of 1996a large amount of datawas collected. It is very
difficult to cover all aspectsof test dataanalysis. This section of analysiscovers some of
the operation datathat will illustratesome important observations and give some insights
for future operations and design.

5.2.1 Analysis of the Reactor Coal Feed Rate and Comparison With Other Processes

The coal feed rate for a given reactor size is an important index in assessingthe pilot plant
reactor’s commercial potential becausea higher coal feed ratemeans a smaller reactor for a
given thermal output. This lowers not only the capital cost of the reactor system
associatedwith procurement but also lower costs due to smallerfootprint, lessstructural
requirements, and fasterinstallation. In the following, the coal feed ratesthat have been
achieved during the reactor test runs are first presentedand then these throughputs are
compared with that in other combustion processes.

Ideally, the coal feed ratecan be directly measuredthrough weight cell in the coal feed
system. In reality the coal feed rate is not very easyto measuredue to the fluctuation of
the weight cell readings. In order to achieve a better estimation, the coal feed rate is also
calculatedfrom the oxygen balance.

Figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-4 give comparisons of coal feed ratecalculatedfrom the o~gen
balance and weigh cell. (All figures for section 5.2 are found as an exhibit following
section 5.2.5.) The agreementbetween the coal feed ratecalculatedfrom the oxygen
balance and that from weigh cell is acceptableconsidering the scatterin data. The coal
feed rate comparison for the August 19through 21 test period is better than that for
November 19 through 21. The fluctuations in the weight cell readingsduring the August
testsare less severethan that in November tests. Due to the FDo21o coal feeder problems
in the November tests,FD0220 was used as a backup feeder and coal feed was switched
between these two feeders quite often. Overall, it seemsthat the resultsof the coal feed
ratecalculated from oxygen balance are quite reasonable. For future tests, carbon balance
will also be used as another method to calculatethe coal feed rate.

These comparisons bring out an important issuefor largepilot plant coal combustion
processes. In general,the perception is that the direct measurementis always more reliable
than indirect measurement. Taking the coal feed as an example, common preference is to
measurethe coal flow ratedirectly by many researchers. Unfortunately, the direct and
instantaneousmeasurementof coal flow rate is difficult although one does not see it in
formal publications. The weigh cell weight fluctuations and accuracy problems over a
wide range are well known. Oxygen or carbon balance generally gives reliable results

5.2.1.1
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becausethe gasflow rate and composition can be measuredaccurately. Figures 5.2-1
through 5.2-4 seem to indicate that the coal feed rate from the oxygen balance is, at least, if
not more reliable than weight cell measurements.

It should be pointed out that the coal feed ratesgiven in figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-4 are
slightly lower than the coal feed ratesexpected at operating pressures. The coal feed rates
can be increasedfurther by operating the combustor heat exchanger with higher level of
solids, which will increasethe circulation of cold solids through the riser. However, the
coal feed ratesachieved during the reactor test runs are still quite high compared to other
existing combustion processes. Table 5.2-1 gives a comparison of heat releaseratesamong
different combustion processes.

From table 5.2-1, one can seethat even if the coal feed rate is 500 lb/hr the heat releaserate
for this reactor is still comparable with the pressurized circulatingfluidized combustor.
At the feed rate 700 lb/hr, which is roughly the feed ratethat the reactor was operated for
the November test run, the heat releaserate is alreadyabout 30 percent higher than the
pressurized circulating combustion processes. For the coal feed rate of 1,000 lb/hr, which
corresponds to the feed rateof August 20 to 21 (CCTIC) test run, the reactor heat release
rate is already double that of pressurized CFB.

The transport reactor operateswith much smallerparticle sizes. Therefore, the
combustion process should be kinetically controlled and should not be diffusion limited.
The main reasons for the higher heat releaserate in transport reactor arethe smaller coal
particle size and the higher gas-phasevelocity necessaryfor the reactor operation. Both
factors are in favor of increasingthe coal combustion reaction rate. The smallerparticle
means a higher reaction areais available. The higher gasflow ratemeans fastermass
transferrate between the gasand the solid phase. Under most circumstancesthe
combustion process is diffusion controlled. Both factors (smallerparticles and higher gas
velocity) will increasethe diffusion rate. The effect of the gas flow rateon the reactor heat
releaserate can be further illustratedfrom examples suggestedby some researchers(e.g.,
Waters, 1975) that the reactor (or grate) heat releaserate can be estimatedfor the
circulating fluidized bed combustors using

U.
RECC—

EX ‘
(5.2.1)

where R~, Uo, and Ex are the grateheat releaserate, the supe~lcial gasvelocity, and air
flow factor relativeto the stoichiometric air flow rate, respectively. The superficial gas
velocity should be calculatedbased on 300°K temperature. Equation 5.2.1 indicates that
the heat releaseratewill increaselinearly with the superficial gasvelocity. Since the
transport reactor operates at a much higher gasvelocity, the heat releaseratewill be
higher. For the normal operating conditions, the CFB generally has a supetilcial gas
velocity of 5 to 7 m/s while the transport reactor operates at 10 to 14 m/s. For the same
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coal particle size, the heat releaserate in transport reactor compared to CFB should be
double based on equation 5.2.1. This extrapolation of equation 5.2.1 from CFB to the
transport reactor probably goes too far since equation 5.2.1 is a pure empirical correlation
which should be carefully applied to conditions that arebeyond the experimental data
from which the correlation is obtained. However, all the masstransferstudiesin the
fluidized bed reactors seem to indicate that the masstransferrateshould be proportional
to the superficial velocity to a power of 0.5 to 1.0. Taking the lowest limit, the heat
releaserate should be roughly 1.s times higher when the gasvelocity increasesby a factor
of 2.

The smaller particle size gives a much higher diffusion ratewhich in-turn increasesthe
combustion rate. For a sphericalparticle under steadystate,the diffusion rate of oxygen
to a single particle can be estimated:

(5.2.2)

where R~,D, R, and r, are the oxygen diffusion rateto the particle, diffusivity, particle
diameter, and coordinate, respectively. The particle size used in the transport reactor is
generally about half the size of a pressurized CFB. This meansthat the combustion rate in
the transport reactor should be twice as much in lieu of equation 5.2.2, if the combustion
process is diffusion controlled. The combination of the smallerparticle and higher gas
velocity makes it possible that the heat releaserate in the transport reactor can be three
times as high as the CFB. The above argumentsshow that the observed heat releaserates
as shown in table 5.2-1 are potentially achievable.

5.2.1-3
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Table 5.2-1

Comparison of Heat Release Rates From Different Combustion Processes”

Heat Release Rate Heat Release Rate Operating
(MWlm2) (MBtulhr ftz) Pressure (psig)

PC boiler 2.0 0.63 0

Atmosphere CFB 6.8 2.2 0

Pressurized bubbling bed 15.0 4.8 160

Pressurized CFB 50.0 15.8 160

MWK PSDF transport reactor at 500 47.0 14.8 160
Iblhr-- coal feed rate

MWK PSDFtransport reactor at 700 65.0 20.7 160
Iblhi- coal feed rate

MWK PSDF transport reactor at 93.0 29.6 160
1,000 Iblhr”” coal feed rate

MWK PSDF transport reactor at 149.0 47.0 280
1,600 lblhi- designed coal feed rate

>

.
Oata for other processes from Basu, P. and Fraser, S. A., CirculatingHrfitizedBedBoilecOes@rrandOperations,Butterworth-Heinemann,
Boston, 1991.

● ” Assuming 13,000 Btullb for the heating value of coal.
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5.2.2 The Relationship Between the Coal Feed Rate and Solid Circulation Rate

It has been mentioned that circulation of the solid from the combustion heat exchanger
can control the temperaturein the reactor. In the lastsection, the upper limitation on the
solid circulation rate is explored from reactor riser choking and standpipe free settling
velocity considerations. In this section, the relationship between the solid circulation rate
and the coal feed ratewill be addressed.

The energy balance around the reactor can provide information about the amount of solid
circulating through the combustion heat exchanger. A heat balance control volume can be
drawn as follows:

Solid from

+

Coal in >

m “IX!=

m~

Solid from standpipe

The energy balance around the control volume can be written as:

W,(AHc +T=CC)+ WaTaCa + (1–X)W,TH,C, +xWST’,C, = W~C7T~ (5.2.3)

5.2.2-1
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where,
Ca =
cc =
c; =
c, =
T=
Ta =
Tc =
TH~
TJ~ =
Wc=
Wa =
w~ =
x .

heat capacity of air, Btu/(lb “F);
heat capacity of coal, Btu/(lb ‘F);
heat capacity of circulatingsolids, Btu/(lb ‘F);
mean heatcapacity of fluid and solids at the exit conditions, Btu/(lb “F);
exit temperature of gasand solids;
inlet temperatureof air;
inlet temperatureof coal;
= inlet temperatureof solids from combustion heat exchanger;
inlet temperatureof solids from the reactor standpipe;
mass flow rate of coal, lb/h~
mass flow rate of air, lb/h~
mass flow rate of circulatingsolids, lb/hg and
mass fraction of solids from the reactor standpipe.

The solid circulation ratecan be simplified by the fact that the heat capacity of the
materialsflowing in the reactor is roughly the same. Then equation 5.2.3 can be rewritten
as:

~ =w’’AHc/c-wc(T-TJ -wa(z’-TJ
s

T – (1–X)TH, – xTJs
(5.2.4)

For a given feed rate and feed streamtemperatures,equation 5.2.4 can be used to calculate
the solid circulation rate. Figure 5.2-5 givesthe resultsof the calculatedsolid circulation
rateversusthe coal feed rateat different massfraction of solids circulating through the
reactor standpipe with the mixture heat capacity of 0.25 Btu/(lb ‘F). To calculatethe
solid circulation rate using equation 5.2.4, the massfraction of circulating solids from the
reactor standpipe (which is unknown) is required. Another equation is needed to solve for
the mass fraction from the reactor smndpipe. However, the calculation becomes quite
difficult becausethe temperature difference between the standpipesolids and those solids
in the mixing zone is too small. This small temperature difference may cause larger
calculation errors.

This problem can be avoided if the total solid circulation rateis calculatedby selectingthe
top portion of the mixing zone and riserasthe control volume. From such a control
volume, the total solid circulation ratecan be expressedas:

~ = WcAH/C-FVa(TO -~)-Wc(TO -q)

s
TO – ~.

(5.2.5)

where Ti and TOare the temperaturesat the top of the riser and bottom of the control
volume, respectively.
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Equation 5.2.5 is remarkably simple. However, there is another pitfall in the application
of equation 5.2.5 to calculatethe circulation rate,the selection of the inlet temperatureto
control volume. Becauseit is possible that coal combustion may occur in the mixing zone,
the inlet temperature estimatedwould be higher, which in turn will give an overestimated
solid circulation rate. The reason for this situation is that in writing equation 5.2.5 it was
assumedthat all combustion reactions will be completed inside the control volume. It is
almost unavoidable that some of the combustion reactions will occur outside the control
volume selected. Our hope is that the amount of coal combustion in the selectedregion of
the mixing zone can be minimized. Further, since the core temperature of a solid particle
is lower than the surfacetemperature, it will partially compensate for the overestimated
inlet temperature. The calculatedsolid circulation ratewill be closer to the actual
circulation rate.

The following will attempt to further explain why circulating solids may not be
completely heated up to the fluid temperaturein a short time and need some elaboration.
Figure 5.2-6 gives the resultsof the heatup rate of a sphericalparticle. This figure shows
the dimensionless temperatureprofile inside a sphericalparticle varying with
dimensionless time. The dimensionlessvariablesare defined as:

at
~= ~, dimensionlesstime

R
(5.2.6)

~= T–TO
T T , dimensionlesstemperature

f– o
(5.2.7)

where czis the thermal diffusivity of the solid particle and T, Tf, and TOare temperatures
inside of a particle, fluid, and solid inlet, respectively.

If a 400p particle has a thermal conductivi~ of 0.025 Btu/hr ft “F, heat capacity of 0.25
and density of 160 lb/ft3, the volume weighted averagetemperatureof the particle is about
80 percent of the fluid temperaturefor a l-second residencetime. This is roughly the time
period needed for a particle traveling from the bottom of the mixing zone to the bottom
of the riser. Therefore, the solid may not completely heatup to the fluid temperature.

From the above reasoning,we may hope that equation 5.2.5 gives reasonableresultsfor
the solid circulation rate. Using equation 5.2.5, figure 5.2-7 givesthe calculatedsolid
circulation rate for a 24-hour operation period August 19 to 20, 1996. The corresponding
coal feed rate is given in figure 5.2-1 for this operation period. Comparing figures 5.2-1
and 5.2-7, one can clearly see that there is a certain degree of correlation between coal feed
rateand solid circulation rate in the first 12-hour period. The trend is that an increasein
solid circulation rate corresponds to an increasein coal feed rate. This is not the casefor
the last 12-hour period in which the solid circulation rateis higher and the coal feed rate is
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lower than the previous 12 hours. Equation 5.2.4 or figure 5.2-5 can better explain the
phenomena. As shown in figure 5.2-5, if 40 percent of circulatingsolids comes from the
combustion heat exchanger, the required total solid circulation rate is only 100,000 lb/hr
to have a coal feed rate of 1,000 lb/hr. The solid circulation ratehas to be 225,000 lb/hr
for 10-percent circulating solids from combustion heatexchangerto obtain the same coal
feed rate. That is why in the last 12-hour operation period the solid circulation rateis
higher asshown in figure 5.2-7, and the coal feed rate is lower asshown in figure 5.2-1. In
order to illustratethis point further, figure 5.2-8 gives the measuredstandpipepressure
difference, which is an indication of the solid column height in the standpipe. Comparing
figure 5.2-7 with figure 5.2-8, one can see that an increasein the standpipe level resultsin
an increasein the overall solid circulation rateas expected. Figure 5.2-9 gives the
relationship between the solid circulation rateand the standpipepressuredifference. The
solid line is a best-fit line using a polynomial of second degree. Notwithstanding the
scatterof the data,a certain degree of correlation can be observed.

All data in figures 5.2-7 through 5.2-9 indicate that the majority of the solids circulatingin
the reactor are coming from the standpipe insteadof from the combustion heat exchanger.
That is why the solid circulation ratecorresponds to the solid column height in the
standpipe quite well. This also means that solids circulatingin the reactor do not have the
best cooling effect in the riser. Therefore, an increasein the solid circulation ratethrough
reactor J-leg may not result in an increasein coal feed rateat constant reactor temperature.

Figure 5.2-10 shows a plot of coal feed ratevs. the solid circulation ratefor the same
operation period as in figure 5.2-1. On the surface, the coal feed rate does not appearto
correlate with the solid circulation rate. However, if one examinesthe datacarefully, one
would find that the data in figure 5.2-10 have two branches. The upper branch covers the
coal feed rate in the first 12-hour operation period. The lower branch covers the data
from last 12-hour period. In this last 12-hour period the standpipe level is high and most
of solids are circulating through the standpipe. As hasbeen mentioned, solids from the
standpipe do not have a good cooling effect. Therefore, the coal feed ratecan not be
increasedwith an increasein the solid circulation ratefrom standpipewhile keeping the
reactor temperature constant. Figure 5.2-1I shows the plot of coal feed ratevs. solid
circulation rate in the first 12-hour period. It shows that with the increasein the solid
circulation rate the coal feed rate increased. Even for this 12-hour period, the dataon the
plot is still quite scattered. The reason is that the massfraction of circulating solids from
the combustion heat exchangerwas not constant due to problems in its operation. It was
observed in the November test that solid circulation from combustion heat exchangerwas
quite unsteady. Solids in the combustion heat exchangerkept bridging and arching in the
bottom of the combustion heat exchanger, and as a result,the pressuredifference in the
bottom of the combustion heat exchangervaried widely.

5.2.2-4
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Figure 5.2-12 is another example of the coal feed ratevarying with the solid circulation
rate for the operation period of August 20 to 21. Comparing figure 5.2-12 with figures 5.2-
10 and 5.2-11, one may notice that for the datain figure 5.2-12, the coal feed rate increases
more rapidly with an increasein solid circulation rate. Furthermore, the overall
circulation rate is lower in figure 5.2-12than in figure 5.2-11 and coal feed rate is higher in
figure 5.2-12 than in figure 5.2-11. One of the reasonsis that the standpipe level was lower
in the August 20 to 21 operation period compared with that in the November operation
period. Figure 5.2-13 gives the standpipepressuredifference for the August 20 to 21
operation period. Comparing figure 5.2-13 with figure 5.2-8, it can be noted that the
standpipe pressuredifference was not only lower but also more stableduring the August
test. A lower standpipe solid column height meansa relatively lower solid circulation rate
from the standpipe. A low solid circulation rateand high coal feed rate meansthat the
solid circulation rate from the combustion heat exchangerwas relatively high. Other
reasons the August 20 to 210peration coal feed rate correlatewith the solid circulation rate
better ‘ae (1) the smallerparticle size and (2) different start-upbed material.

Still another example of the coal feed ratevarying with the solid circulation rate is given in
figure 5.2-14, in which the test dataof November 20 to 21 are plotted. Again the coal feed
rate does not correlate well with the solid circulation rate.

From figures 5.2-10 through 5.2-12 and 5.2-14, one can clearly seethat an increasein the
standpipe level will result in an increasein the solid circulation rate. However, from the
viewpoint of combustion operations, the solids circulatingfrom the standpipe is quite
ineffective in controlling reactor temperature. That is why an increasein the solid
circulation rate does not always increasethe coal feed rateas shown in figures 5.2-10 and
5.2-14. Only those solids circulatingthrough the combustion heat exchanger can
effectively control the reactor temperature.

5.2.2-5
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5.2,3 The Relationship Between the Reactor Temperature and the Coal Feed Rate

At constant coal feed to the reactor with solids circulation and heat removal from the
system through the externalheat exchangernot changing with time and the externalheat
loss is constant, the reactor temperaturewill be constant also. During the current runs
being analyzed, some difficulties were experienced in establishingsmooth solids circulation
through the combustor heat exchanger. This resultedin the heat removal from the system
to vary, decreasingas solids circulation through the heat exchanger drops and vice versa.
An increasein coal feed ratewhen the combustor heat exchangerwas circulatingpoorly
resultedin an increasein reactor temperature.

Figures 5.2-15 and 5.2-16 give the relationship between the reactor temperature and the
coal feed rate for a total of 48 hours of operations during November 19through 21, 1996.
The trend is quite clear that an increasein coal feed ratewill increasethe reactor
temperature. This means that the amount of solids circulatingthrough the combustion
heatexchanger was quite limited and almost constant during this time period. This also
meansthat the overall solid circulation ratewill not correlate with the reactor temperature
very well because the solids circulating through the reactor standpipe cannot be used as a
cooling medium as has been mentioned in the previous section. This point can be borne
out by figure 5.2-17, in which the solid circulation rate is plotted againstthe riser
temperature. The increasedsolid circulation ratemay not control the reactor temperature
properly if those solids come from the reactor standpipe.

In order to control and maintain a constant reactor temperature,while increasingthe coal
feed rate, one can increasethe solid circulation ratethrough the combustion heat
exchanger and reduce the solid circulation rate from the reactor standpipe. The easiest
way to realize a minimum solid circulation rate through the standpipe and a maximum
solid circulation rate through the combustion heatexchanger is to lower the aeration rate
in the standpipe and in the reactor J-leg.

5.2.3-1
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5.2.4 Solid Carryover and Cyclone Separation Efficiency

One of the anomalous problems that hasbeen troublesome during operations is the high
solid carryover rate. The high solid carryover rateresultsin losing solids to the PCD
fasterthan that generatedthrough ash from coal combustion. In order to keep roughly a
constant solid inventory, inert materialshave to be added. Various causesfor the high
solid carryover ratehave been speculated. In this section, the possible causesfor the high
solid carryover ratewill be explored.

The estimatedsolid carryover ratesfor two 24-hour operations are given in figures 5.2-18
and 5.2-19. The averagesolid carryover rate in this 48-hour period is 600 lb/hr. The ash
generation rate is about 100 lb/hr. This meansthat roughly 500 lb/hr of inert materials
were fed to the reactor in order to keep a constant reactor inventory.

In order to diagnose the high solid carryover rateproblem, the overall combined
separationefficiency of the disengage and the primary cyclone is estimatedasshown in
figures 5.2-20 and 5.2-21. In preparing figures5.2-20 and 5.2-21, the averagesolid
carryover ratewas used to calculatethe separationefficiencies. Becauseof the operational
instabilitiesexperienced, the method usedto calculatethe separation efficiency is not
accuratebecause the solid carryover rate in a 48-hour operation period is not a constant.
In addition without a direct measurement,the solid carryover rate is very difficult to
estimate.However, the averagecarryover ratestill gives a reasonable estimation of the
total separation efficiency. It is surprisingthat the correlation between the total collection
efficiency and the solids-to-gasloading ratio is generallygood considering the wide range
of the solids-to-gasloading ratio that was used during the total 48-hour operation period.
As a comparison, the collection efficiency of the disengage alone from the cold flow tests
at GEESI is also given in figure 5.2-20. Considering the short test duration (afew minutes)
of each test performed at GEESI, the datain figure 5.2-20 can be deemed as comparable
with the testsat PSDF. It is very difficult to distinguishthe exact amount of contribution
from the disengage or from the cyclone to the total collection efficiency. Comparing the
cold flow test datawith PSDF operation datain December, it seems certain that the major
gas-solidseparation is from the disengage not the cyclone. One obvious reason is that the
disengage is collecting largerparticles. If it is assumedthat the disengage efficiency is 1.0
to 2.o percent lower than the total collection efficiency, the collection efficiency of the
cyclone can be estimated. For a given total efficiency and disengage efficiency, the
cyclone efficiency can be calculatedas follows:

l–qq2.1.——.—
l–q, ‘

(5.2.8)

where q, q,, and qzare the total collection efficiency, disengage efficiency, and cyclone
efficiency, respectively.
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Figure 5.2-22 gives the estimatedcyclone collection efficiency from the assumeddisengage
collection efficiency. It may be quite surprisingthat in order to increasethe total
collection efficiency by 1.0 percent, the cyclone collection must vary from 60 to 75 percent
and for a 2.o percent contribution to the total collection efficiency it must vary from 73 to
85 percent. For the particle size used in the test this efficiency may deemed to be low.

Figure 5.2-18 indicatesthe required efficiency to balance the solid carryover ratewith the
ash generation rate, The solid/gas loading ratio is taken from the same operation period as
in figure 5.2-20. The required total collection efficiency must be greaterthan 99.8 percent
to balance the ash production rate and ash generation rate. If we still assumethat the
disengage efficiency is 2.o percent lower than the total efficiency, the cyclone efficiency
will vary from about 91 to 96 percent as shown in figure 5.2-24. It is a difficult task to
achieve such high total collection efficiencies. First, a certain amount of fines generally
existsdue to attrition, break up by high heat-up rate, and fines in the feed materials. These
smallerparticleswill passthrough both the disengage and cyclone uncollected.

Second, the overall collection efficiency is lower for a circulation system. Suppose that a
cyclone has a constant cut size dpjO. The particle with a size corresponding to dp~Owill
have a 50-percent probability to be collected in one pass. For the same size particles,the
second passingthrough the cyclones will have the sameprobability to be collected. From
this reasoning, all the particleswith a size of dpjOwill be lost to the down stream.
Furthermore, if the particle size is not extremely coarse, there are always some particles
passingthrough the cyclone due to fluid entrainment. For each passthrough, the amount
of the particle carryover may not be very large. The collected amount of solid passing
through the cyclone may be substantialafter many cycles. It should be mentioned that the
designed cyclone efficiency is much higher than the efficiency given in figure 5.2-24
required to balance the data.

It should be emphasized that the above argument does not mean that the current cyclone
efficiency is already high enough. Certainly the cyclone has room for improvement. One
indication that the cyclone efficiency can be improved is that the pressuredrop across the
cyclone is quite low. Figure 5.2-25 gives the pressuredrop across the cyclone in terms of
the inlet head, which is calculatedfrom the following formukc

H,= o.oo3–@:

where,

Hi = the inlet pressurehead, inH20

~ = inlet mean density, lb/ft3

Ui = Inlet gasvelocity, ft/s

. I

From figure 5.2-25, one can see that the pressuredrop across the cyclone in terms of the
number of the inlet velocity head is about 2. This is in the lower rangeof the pressure
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dropthrough acyclone. Thelow-pressure dropgenerdly in&cates thelow efficiency
within certain operation range.

The question is why the pressuredrop across the cyclone is low. The main reason for the
low-pressure drop is the lower inlet velocity. Figure 5.2-26 gives the plot of the cyclone
inlet gasvelocity vs. the pressuredrop. Notwithstanding the scatterin the data,the
increasein the cyclone inlet gasvelocity will increasethe overall pressuredrop. The
operation range of the inlet velocity should be deemed low for the particle size used in the
operation.

Although both the cyclone pressuredrop and inlet velocity are low, this does not explain
why the cyclone cannot collect the particle size aslargeas400p This anomaly has not
been resolved. The fact that large particle sizes can passthrough the cyclone system is the
phenomenon that was observed throughout operations thus far. It was also repeatedly
observed that the solid carryover ratewould increasewhenever solids were fed to the
reactot through the feeder systems. This provides further evidence that the cyclone can
only collect largersize particlesbecausethe feed materialsalways contain some particles
smaller than the averagesize of the circulating materials.

There are two interactingfactors that prevent us from pinpointing the exact reason that
the cyclone cannot collect the particle size as largeas 400P. Both are relatedto the solid

circulating through the combustion heat exchanger. The first factor is the gasshort-circuit
resulting in a reverseupward flow in the dipleg of the cyclone. It is not necessarythat the
reverseflowing gasvelocity should be greaterthan the particle terminal velocity to
interfere with the cyclone collection efficiency, but the reverseflowing gasprovides some
energy to help entrainthe particle to the vortex tube.

Another important interaction that should be discussedis the relationship between the
solid circulation rateand the rate of the solid carryover. Obviously, at a given cyclone
efficiency (note that we have pointed out that an increasein the solid/gas loading ratio will
increasethe efficiency) the higher the solid circulation rate,the higher the solid carryover
rate. Figures 5.2-27 and 5.2-28 give the relationship between the solid carryover rateand
the solid circulation rate for a 48-hour operation period. Although dataare quite
scattered,the overall trend is that an increasein the solid circulation ratewill result in an
increasein the solid carryover rate. The point is that the overall efficiency of the whole
cyclone system may not be as low as it appears. Comparing figures 5.2-20 and 5.2-40 for
the same operation period, one can see that although the cyclone system has an efficiency
above 99 percent, the solid carryover ratemay still be quite high compared with the ash
generation rate from coal combustion.

In summary, the high solid carryover ratemaybe causedby severalreasons. The higher
solid circulation ratewill give a high carryover rate. Sincethe cyclone efficiency will
improve with an increasein the solid gasload ratio, the carryover rateshould reduce by a
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decreasein the reactor gasvelocity. However, the lower limit of the gasvelocity is the
choking velocity.

, I
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5.2.5 Riser Pressure Drop and Solid Circulation Rate

There aretwo pressuredrop measurementsin the riser. One measuresthe pressuredrop
for the entire riser. The other measuresthe pressuredrop in the top section of the riser.
The pressure drop in the top of the riser also gives the riser density from which the solid
circulation rate can be estimated.

One problem that was noticed was that the measuredpressuredrop across the entire riser
may be low. Figure 5.2-.29 gives the measuredpressuredrop vs. the gasvelocity in the
riser for a 24-hour operation period. For the purposes of comparison, the pressuredrops
calculatedfrom gasflow only and gas flow with solids that were fed (no solid circulation)
are also given figure 5.2-29. The measuredaveragepressuredrop for the riser in this 24-
hour operation is about 6.5 inH20. If the measuredpressuredrop is representativeto the
actualpressuredrop across the riser, it meansthat the solid circulation rate is extremely
low. “

The true reasons for this low measuredpressuredrop are not known. The speculation is
that the leg that measureshigh staticpressurein the pressuredifference measurementis
located in the fluid accelerationzone. In the acceleration zone, the higher the fluid
acceleration rate, the lower the staticpressure. If the higher pressuremeasurementleg
measuresthe higher staticpressure,the overall measuredpressuredrop will be lower.

There is another pressuredrop measurementin the top of the riser. This pressuredrop
measurementseems reasonable (although still lower for the reasonsgiven later). Figure
5.2-30 gives a comparison between the measuredpressuredrop and calculatedpressure
drop by the correlation of Konno and Saito. The calculatedpressuredrop is higher than
the measuredone for this period of the operation. Two obvious reasonsare either the
calculatedpressuredrop is too high or the measuredpressuredrop too low or both. It is
possible that the calculatedpressuredrop is higher than the actualvalue becausethe solid
circulation rate (calculatedbased on the energy balance) maybe higher than the actual
circulation rate. As mentioned previously, some of the coal maybe combusted outside the
control volume and will result in a higher inlet temperature of fluid enteringthe control
volume, which affectsthe solid circulation rate calculations. It is possible that the
measuredpressuredrop is lower than the actualone due to the location of the low leg of
the staticpressure measurement. The low-pressure measurementleg is located at the top
of the riservery close to the crossover. At the very top of the riser, there is an extended
dead leg to minimize the erosion of the bend. When the gasphase carrying the solids is
flowing upwards, both phasesare subject to reverseflow at the dead end. Some of the
solids may flow downwards. According to the Bernoulli equation, this is a deceleration
zone wherein the staticpressureis higher. The low leg of the differentialpressure
measurement readsa higher staticpressure. This will result in a differentialpressure
between the high leg and low leg, which is lower than the actualvalue. If one examines
figure 5.2-30, one can seethat the databetween the measuredpressuredrop and calculated
one are systematicallybiased. The higher the measuredpressuredrop, the bigger the

5.2.5-1
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difference between the measuredand calculatedpressuredrop. This result is consistent
with the above reasoning. When the solid circulation rate is increasing,the probability of
solid downward flow becomes larger. The staticpressurein this deceleration zone will get
higher.

Figures 5.2-31 and 5.2-32 give comparisons between the solid circulation rate calculated
from the energy balance and from the measuredpressuredrop in the top of the riser. The
solid circulation rate calculatedfrom the riser pressuredrop is based on no-slip between
gasand solid phase. The datapresented in figure 5.2-31 show that the solid circulation
ratescalculated from both methods agreereasonably well when the solid circulation rate is
below 120,000 lb/hr. When the solid circulation rate is above 120,000 lb/hr, the solid
circulation ratecalculatedfrom the measuredpressuredrop is much lower than that
calculatedfrom the energy balance. One of the reasons is due to the solids downward flow
from the dead zone as mentioned above. The datapresented in figure 5.2-32 are somehow
different from those in figure 5.2-31. In figure 5.2-32, the solid circulation rate calculated
from ener~ balance is much higher than that calculatedfrom the pressuredrop
measurement. It is noted that the solid circulation ratescalculatedfrom the riser pressure
drop are the maximum valuesbecause of the assumption of no-slip between the phases.

From figures 5.2-31 and 5.2-32, one is inclined to conclude that the calculatedsolid
circulation rate from energy balance is always higher than that from the measuredpressure
drop. It also means that the calculatedpressuredrop based on the solid circulation rate is
higher than measuredpressuredrop becausethe major factor that influencesthe pressure
drop calculation is the solid circulation rate. In other words, the estimatedsolid
circulation rate from energy balance is too high. In fact, further evidence shows that it is
not the case. Figure 5.2-33 gives the solid circulation rate calculatedfrom the riser pressure
drop measurement and from the energy balance for the test period of August 20 to 21.

One can see that the former is much higher than the latter. The sameis true for figure 5.2-
34, which representsdatafrom the operation period of August 19 to 20. Figures 5.2-31
through 5.2-34 seem to indicate that the calculatedsolid circulation ratebased on energy
balance may be more reasonablethan that based on the riser pressuredifference. The data
in figures 5.2-33 and 5.2-34 also indicate that a slip between the gasand solid phasesexist.
Figures 5.2-33 and 5.2-34 also seem to confirm the speculation that the solid downward
flow at the top of the riser causesthe measuredpressuredrop to be lower than the actual
value during the test run in November. One major difference between August and
November operations is the particle size. For the August operation, the particle size is
about one-third to one-quarter the size used in the November operation. The smaller
particle is easierto be entrained by the gasphase, and as a result,has lessopportunity to

flow downward near the top of the riser. Therefore, the lower leg of the pressuredrop
measurement may give results,which closely reflectsthe actualpressure.

5.2.5-2
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6.0 COMMISSIONING OFWESTINGHOUSE PARTICLE FILTER SYSTEM

6.1 WESTINGHOUSE FILTER SYSTEM

6.1.1 1996 PCD Overview

Since this was the start-upand commissioning of the MWK transport reactor and the
Westinghouse PCD it was a very challenging year. As with most plant start-upsthere
were some successesaswell as some fairly dramatic setbacks. However, for all involved,
1996 was a year of learning and gaining experience with the equipment at the PSDF.

Overall, the PCD operated for a total of 994 hours in 1996 (figure 6.1.1-1). For
approximately 226 of those hours the PCD was filtering coal derived flue gas. The
operating temperature of the PCD during 1996 was relatively cool for a combustion
system. The primary reason for the low PCD temperature was the start-upof the filter in
a “safe” operating regime while commissioning the transport reactor. Typically, while
burning coal the PCD temperature ranged between 550 and 650°F. The maximum
temperature for the PCD this year was 853°F, which occurred during a transient in the
first coal fire on August 18.

By far, the biggest challenge for the PCD operating staff has been learning how to reliably
estimate the level of ash in the PCD cone. During the August coal firing the PCD
accumulated ash to a degree where the entire lower level of filter elements was buried in
ash and the upper level was partially buried. This resulted in the breakage of 77 of the 91
filter elements. Even though these elements were “used” filters from Tidd and installed
for shakedown purposes it was a painful learning experience for the PSDF staff. From this
experience an operating methodology has been developed which allowed for the successful
monitoring of ash level during the remaining four runs of 1996.

The performance of the PCD was substantiallydifferent during the last fours runs than for
the initial test runs. This was primarily due to the use of silica sand asthe start-upbed
material in the transport reactor instead of alumina. Particulate samples taken from the
PCD hopper when using alumina typically had a mass median diameter of 10
micrometers. Once the start-upmaterialwas changed to silica sand the mass median
diameter of samples taken from the hopper rose to around 200 micrometers. In addition
to the large particle size the particulate loading from the transport reactor was well above
design and was measured as high as 70,000 ppm. In spite of this there have been very few
operational problems with the PCD. The baseline pressure drop has remained low and
relatively constant throughout the four runs.

....
,, ‘!

Southern Research Institute commissioned their batch sampling system on the PCD gas
inlet line during the November coal run (CCT2C). Four sampleswere taken that
produced particulate loading data consistent with estimatesderived from ash removal

6.1.1-1
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system data. However, the particle size distributions from the sampling system were
substantially different than samples taken from the PCD hopper. This probably is due to
the geometry of the PCD, and it is theorized that there is a mechanical separation within
the filter vessel which biases samples taken from the hopper. Additional information
gathered in 1997 should provide insight into this phenomenon.

6.1.1-2
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6.1.2 Westinghouse PCDFL0301 System Description

6.1.2.1 General Description

The Westinghouse PCD (FL0301) is a high-temperature,high-pressure (HTHP) gas
filtration system designed to remove fine particulate at gastemperatures up to 1,800”F.
The filter system can operate in either a reducing or an oxidizing environment at pressures
up to 300 psig.

A process flow diagram for the filter is shown in figure 6.1.2-1. The dirty gas enters the
PCD below the tubesheet via stream 1. The dirty gasflows through the elements, and the
ash collects on the outside of the elements. The clean gaspassesfrom the filter elements
through the plenum pipe to the outlet pipe (stream3).

As the ash collects on the outside surface of the filter elements, there is typically a gradual
increa~ein the pressure drop across the filter system. The filter cake is periodically
dislodged by injecting a high-pressure gaspuke (stream2) to the clean side of the filters.
The cake then falls to the discharge hopper (stream4).

The PCD system consists of two major components:

1. Filter vessel.

The filter vessel is a code-stamped pressurevesselwhich contains the filter elements
as well as the support mechanism for the filter elements.

The filter vessel is designed to operate at pressuresup to 300 psig at a gas
temperature of up to l,800°F. The particulate loading design basis is from 4,000 to
20,000 ppm.

2. Back pulse system.

The pulse system consists of the pulse tanks, pulse valves, and associated piping to
deliver the high-pressurepulse required to remove the ash from the surface of the
filter elements.

The back pulse system can operate at a pressurebetween 400 and 1,500 psig. The
pulse valves are quick acting valves capable of opening and closing in as little as 0.2
seconds.

6.1.2-1
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6.1.2.2 Filter Vessel

Figure 6.1.2-2 shows the general arrangement of the PCD pressure vessel and internals.
Dirty gas from the transport reactor is fed to the PCD vessel through a 30-inch diameter
internally insulated pipe. Gas enters the vessel through a tangential inlet nozzle, then
flows in an annulus between the vesselwall and the shroud. The gas flows both upward
and downward in the annular region outside the shroud and finally flows over the top and
bottom of the shroud into the central filtration zone of the vessel. Dirty gas flows
through the filter elements, depositing the particulate on the filter surface.

The filter elements are attached to one of two plenums (or levels) that support filter
elements, collect the clean gas, and distribute the pulse flow. There are 55 candle-type
filter elements attached to the lower plenum and 36 filter elements attached to the upper
plenum. Each filter element has a seriesof gasketsto provide a dust-tight seal and there is
a Westinghouse “fail-safe” device located above each filter element. The fail-safe is
designed to plug with ash in the event of a filter element failure.

The clean gas flows from the plenum to the top of the filter vessel through the support
tube. This tube is also used to convey the pulse gasfrom the pulse pipes to the filter
elements. The pulse gas is used to remove the particulate (or filter cake) from the filter
surface.

From the support tube the cleaned process gas flows into the top of the PCD where it
leaves the vessel through the 26-inch diameter refractory-lined outlet pipe. The support
tube is attached to the vessel tubesheet. The tubesheet provides a physical barrier
separatingthe “dirty” and “clean” sides of the PCD. The Westinghouse tubesheet is
designed with a double-cone expansion joint that provides a positive seal at a variety of
operating temperatures.

As the particulate accumulates on the outside of the filter surface, the differential pressure
will continually rise. Periodically, the cake of particulate is removed by a pulse of high-
-pressuregas generated by the pulse skid. This gas flows into the filter vessel through the
pulse piping and is channeled to the individual plenums via the support tube. When the
filter cake is removed from the filter, the cake falls to the bottom of the vessel where it is
cooled and removed by an ash removal screw cooler and a Iockhopper system.

The instrumentation for the filter vessel is relatively simple and consists primarily of:

. Differential pressure, measured in two places: across the tubesheet and from the gas
inlet nozzle to the gas outlet nozzle. The differential pressure is used aspart of the
pulse logic to determine when the filter elements need cleaning and to monitor
filter system performance.

6.1.2-2
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. Thermocouples (severallocated within the filter system) that monitor gas
temperature, the temperature of the expansion joint on the tubesheet, and the
temperatures inside the plenum.

. Ash Level Thermocotmles used to determine the level of ash in the PCD. These
thermocouples are located at several locations in the bottom cone. By monitoring
changes in these thermocouples, the ash level in the cone can be approximated.

In general the filter elements are cylindrical, having an outside diameter of approximately
2.5 inches and an overall length of about 60 inches. The filter element has an internal bore
of approximately 1.5 inches. This bore is used to channel the cleaned gas from the filter
surface to the plenum. The bottom of the filter element is plugged and the top is flanged
for attachment to the plenum.

Filter elements are constructed from a ceramic or a metal alloy. The ceramic elements
may be manufactured from a variety of materialsincluding alumina/mullite, cordierite or
silicon carbide. Metal alloys typically used include stainlesssteel, inconel alloys, hastelloy,
and iron aluminide. Metal elements have superior strength but are limited by corrosion
from sulfur and/or chloride compounds in the coal ash at high temperatures. Ceramic
filter elements can operate at higher temperatures and more aggressivegas chemistries but
are substantially weaker mechanically than metal elements.

6.1.2.3 Pulse Skid

The pulse skid is diagramed in figure 6.1.2-3. This diagram illustratesthe pulse system
that supplies pulse gas to the lower plenum. There is an identical system for the upper
plenum not shown in this drawing but which is parallel to and behind the system shown.

High-pressure air or nitrogen enters the pulse skid at pressuresup to 1,500 psig. The
pressure is reduced to the desired pulse pressureby a regulator located between the gas
inlet and the pulse tank. The puke gas is then stored in a tank of approximately 15 ft3.
Each plenum has a completely redundant system of isolation and pulse valving. The upper
line is the primary supply and the lower line is the backup.

From the pulse tank, the pulse gas flows through two isolation valves (one automatic) and
then through a high-speed pulse valve. The pulse valve is a Miiller coaxial valve (VSV-F80)
manufactured in Germany. This valve is designed to operate from fully open to fully
closed in a fraction of a second. The high-pressurepulse then flows through the pulse
piping to the filter vessel.

6.1.2-3
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In the event of pulse valve failure, the lower backup system is used. The pulse system is
supplied with a double block-and-bleed system to allow for the puke valves to be safely
removed and replaced during operation.

The pulse sequence is started by one of three methods:

●

●

●

Manual Pulse: The plant operators have the ability to pulse the filter system at
any time through a “push button” located on the DCS screen.

High Filter AP Triggen When the filter AP exceeds the “trigger” AP set in the
pulse logic the pulse sequence is started.

Time Triggen A time “trigger” in the pulse logic is typically set at 30 minutes.
Once the pulse system is activated the pulse sequence is initiated every 30 minutes.
If the pulse sequence is activatedbefore 30 minutes by the manual push button or
the AP trigger the timer is reset.

Once the pulse sequence is initiated, the following events occur:

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

The pulse logic checks to make sure that the pulse pressure is greater than the
system pressure. If not, the pulse will not occur and an alarm will sound on the
DCS.

If the pulse pressure is okay, the automatic isolation valve for the upper plenum is
opened. This valve contains limit switches which are used by the pulse logic to
determine if the valve is opened. If not, an alarm is sent to the DCS.

Once the isolation valve is opened, the pulse valve fires for the preset duration.
During 1996 this setpoint was 0.2 seconds.

The pulse logic checks the pressure in the pulse tank.

If the pressure did not fall below a certain level the logic assumesthe valve did
not open and sends an alarm to the DCS.

If the pressure does not rise above a certain level within a specified time the pulse
logic assumesthat the valve has failed open and sends an alarm to the DCS.

After the pulse event the isolation valve is closed.

The sequence is repeated for the lower plenum.

6.1.2-4
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Currently, the backup pulse system is activated manually by changing a parameter in the
pulse logic. There is a plan to make this swap-over an automatic part of the pulse control
logic in 1997.

The pulse system has been operated with a high reliability in 1996. The only significant
problem has been with the pressure control valves upstream of the pulse tank.

6.1.2-5
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6.1.3.1 General

The filter vessel was installed into the structure in May 1995. Over the following 10
months the refractory lined inlet/outlet piping was installedas well asthe pulse skid and
its associated piping. However, the majority of installation activities occurred between
March and June 1996. During that time the filter internals, filter elements, and the vessel
instrumentation were installed.

Programming the pulse logic and commissioning of the pulse system occurred during the
latter part of May and early June 1996. The biggest challenge was to convert the logic
supplied by Westinghouse into “ladder logic” so that the Foxboro DCS could activate the
pulse valves at the high speeds required.

6.1.3.2 ‘Internals Installation

Installation of the filter internals and elements occurred the week of March 25,1996.
Westinghouse employees Zal Sanjanaand John Meyers were present to assistand three
employees from the Pinon Pines project were on site to watch since there are many
similarities between the Westinghouse filter vessel at the PSDF and the vessel supplied by
Westinghouse for Pinon Pines.

The filter cluster was attachedto the tubesheet by the construction staff. Overall, the
installation was straightforward and uneventful. However, due to a misinterpretation of
the drawings supplied by Westinghouse, the filter cluster was installed 900 from its correct
orientation. This required minor modifications to the piping connecting the pulse skid
with the filter vessel. Additionally, the pulse logic had to be modified because the piping
modifications required reversing the pulse sequence.

6.1.3.3 Filter Element Installation

Once the internals installation was completed, the filter elements were installed by the
PSDF maintenance staff. Installation of the 91 filter elements took about a day and a half
for five maintenance workers.

All maintenance work on the filter internals is performed on three temporary platforms
installed in the maintenance bay (seefigure 6.1.3-1). The platforms are attached to the
structure with four pins. When they are not in use, two pins are removed and the other
two act as a hinge so that the platforms can be ‘folded” out of the way to the side of the
maintenance bay. This greatly reduces the amount of time required to install the
platforms.
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The “normal” sequence of events for installing the filter elements is as follows:

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Lower the maintenance platforms into position and install the handrails.

Remove the instrumentation attached (both inside and outside of the filter head).

Unbolt the 26-inch refractory lined elbow at the gasoutlet and lift it to the
platform at elevation 218.

Remove the pulse piping between the puke skid and the filter vessel. Also,
remove the platform above the filter vessel at elevation 218 and store it at
elevation 218.

Remove the 80 flange bolts holding the PCD head.

Once everything is disconnected, remove the PCD head and store it at elevation
218.

Lift the tubesheet and filter cluster from the PCD vessel and set it down on the
maintenance platforms.

Once work required is completed, the process is reversed for installation.

The entire process, from the initial lifting of the maintenance platforms to lowering them
at the end of the job, requires all five maintenance workers for about five 8-hour days.

6.1.3.4 Pulse Logic Checkout

For the Foxboro DCS to operate the pulse valves at the high speeds required, the logic
supplied by Westinghouse had to be converted to “ladder logic.” The logic required to
pulse the primary valves was relatively straightforward. However, as mentioned in the
system description report, there is a backup valve for each prim~ pulse valve. The
intention of the logic was to automatically swap over from the primary pulse valve to the
secondary pulse valve if a failure of the primary valve is detected.

Implementing this detection scheme using “ladder logic” proved to be a challenge and was
deferred until 1997. Currently, if the pulse logic detects a pulse valve failure it registers an
alarm on the DCS. In order to swap over to the backup valve one parameter in the pulse
logic must be manually changed.

Confirmation of this logic occurred during the month of June. Overall, the pulse skid
worked reliably for the first year of testing. No problems were experienced with the pulse
valves in 1996.

6.1.3-2
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6.1.4 Candle Layout #l

All of the filter elements for the initial operations of the Westinghouse PCD were used
candle filters from the Tidd Project. These elements had been cleaned by Westinghouse
and some qualification of the elements had occurred prior to their shipment to the PSDF.
The initial installation of the filter elements occurred the week of March 25,1996.

Of the 91 filter elements installed, 90 were Pall 442T elements and one was a Schumacher
F40. It was installed on the bottom level of elements, at tubesheet ID #32 (figure 6.1.4-1,
bottom plenum). Four elements were shipped to the PSDF by DOE to support an
ongoing project with Dr. Roger Chen at West Virginia University. Due to poor
packaging, two of these elements arrived broken. The decision was made to not install the
other two elements since they were possibly also damaged during shipping.

6.1.4-1
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6.1.5 Westinghouse PCD Gasket

Most filter systems (whether gas or liquid) contain some type of tubesheet which supports
the filter elements and separatesthe “dirty” side from the “clean” side. The Westinghouse
PCD is no exception. The filter elements are arranged in two levels as shown in figure
6.1.5-1. The elements are attachedto a tubesheet at each level, with a plenum above each
tubesheet to collect the cleaned gas from the individual filter elements. The tubesheets are
supported by a central pipe which provides mechanical support and is a conduit for the
cleaned gasto ultimately flow out of the filter vessel. This central pipe is in turn
supported by a tubesheet which is “clamped” between two 84-inch flanges welded to the
cylindrical body of the filter vessel.

The mating surfacesbetween the tubesheet and the 84-inch flanges are part of the filter
system pressure boundary and have proven to be challenging to seal. The pressure
boundary consists of five components; the two 84-inch vessel flanges, the tubesheet, and
two ga.iketsas shown in figure 6.1.5-2.

The original gasketsinstalled during the assembly of the vessel in March 1996 were
Flexitallic spiral wound gaskets. Flexitallic gasketsare fabricated of two major
components, the spiral wound gasketing material, and an integral metal gauge ring. The
gauge ring is primarily for support of the gasketing material. Since it is thinner than the
gasket, it also serves as a maximum compression limit. Based on the size of the flange and
the operating pressure and temperature, the gasket had an inside diameter (ID) of 883/8
inches and an outside diameter (OD) of 901/8inches. The metal gauge ring OD was 911%
inches. Due to its large size, the gasketwas stored upright.

The 84-inch flange is sealedwith 80 studswhich each have a diameter of 15/*inches.
Maintenance personnel initially torqued the bolts to 1,100 ft-lb, as specified by the
manufacturer. The bolts were torqued with a single Hytorq hydraulic wrench. A pattern
for torquing the bolts was used so that the load could be applied uniformly. The load was
applied in multiple passesso that on the lastpassthe full load was applied.

The initial pressure test for the filter vesselwas on July 14, 1996. The pressure inside the
filter was 50 psig when the flange was tested for leaks. When checked, it leaked profusely,
especially on the northwest side. (Seefigure 6.1.5-3 for vessel orientation.) Maintenance
increased the torque on the bolts to 1,600 fdlb, and ultimately to 2,200 ft/lb, but still the
vessel would not seal. At 2,2oo ft/lb torque, the gaskethad collapsed againstthe metal
gauge ring, so it was not possible to apply a higher load to the gasket. Also, the final load
was near the maximum tensile strength for the bolts, so it was decided to shutdown to
inspect the vessel.

Westinghouse employees Zal SanjanaandJohn Meyers visited the job site for inspection.
Several discussions were held and the following was learned:

6.1.5-1
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. When the vesselwas fabricated and hydrotested as part of its ASME Section
VIII certification, the tubesheet was not in place. This was the first time the
entire pressure boundary had been tested. This was a normal Westinghouse
procedure and had not presented problems on other jobs.

● Unlike the pressure vessel supplied for the Tidd project (and the large
Westinghouse vessel supplied for the PSDF Foster Wheeler unit) no provisions
had been made for sealwelding this filter vessel to provide a pressure boundary.

. Laser-basedmeasurements of the flanges to determine flatnesswas suggested.
However, this was impractical because it would be impossible to check the
tubesheet due to its construction. Also, the vessel head would have to be
lowered to the ground and flipped over so that the flange was at the top. Since
the vessel head weighs over 11 tons, it was decided to inspect the vessel first for
obvious problems.

a Flexitallic was consulted to provide information about flange flatness
requirements, surfacing, etc. Arrangements were made to bring a Flexitallic
engineer from Houston to look at the vessel but schedule conflicts prevented
his visit. Flexitallic recommended using 40-bolt tensioners instead of the
Hytorq to apply the sealing load. It was decided to consider this only as a last
resort due to the very high cost of purchasing the equipment or having a
company provide the service.

The bolts were removed on July 16; a gap was visible at the top of the tubesheet on the
northwest side. This gap was near one-eighth of an inch in places. Also, the metal gauge
ring on the gasketwas found “notched” in several places where it had been shearedby the
bolts as the load was being applied. The OD of the backing ring was essentially the same
as the ID of the bolt circle, meaning that if the gasketwas perfectly round, it would just
touch the bolts. This “notching” was not uniform around the circumference of the gasket
and was more pronounced on the northwest side of the gasket. In addition, it was
apparent that the gasketwas elliptical and not perfectly round. As mentioned previously,
this gasket had been stored upright in the warehouse due to space restrictions and became
elliptical over time.

It was discovered that the gasketswere of two different thicknesses. When the gaskets
were ordered, only the inside and outside diameters of the gasketand the OD of the
backing ring were specified. The OD of the gasket is 90’/, inch, and according to
Flexitallic’s salesliterature, a gasket smaller than 90 inches would have a thickness of 0.175
inches, and a gasket largerthan 90 inches would have a thickness of 0.25 inches. When the
history of the gasketswas checked, it was determined that they were ordered at two
different times. Apparently, when the factory received the orders different gasket
thicknesses were supplied. , I

6.1.5-2
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The vessel head and tubesheet were removed and then reassembledwithout the gaskets.
Upon close investigation it was noticed that the refractory lining inside the vessel head
protruded slightly (lessthan one-eighth of an inch) beyond the flange and prevented the
head from sitting flat on the tubesheet. The head was removed and the refractory ground
flush.

The local Flexitallic representativevisited the job site and recommended trying a Garlok
3125SS gasket. This was considered for awhile, but it could not be supplied in a one-
quarter inch thickness within 2 weeks. Becausethere was another set of Flexitallic gaskets
in the warehouse, it was decided to use them again. Severalof the mechanics had
successfully used a high temperature silicone caulk in the past on large flanges in steam
turbines, so it was decided to place a bead of the caulk on all four gasketsurfaces. The
vessel was put back together and a load of 1,600 ft lb torque was applied in five passes (20
percent of the load on each pass)with a single head Hytorq wrench. The vessel was
pressui-etested on July 21 and the flange slightly leaked at 180 psig. It was decided to
proceed with test run CCTIA and limit the operating pressureto 160 psig.

During the CCT1 test series,a set of gaskets (Garlok 3125SS)was ordered for the next
installation. The gasketshad an OD which matched the OD of the tubesheet (so it would
not engage the vessel bolts) and was 2 inches wide. Garlok3125SS is a very soft graphite
material and it was believed that it would “flow” into any imperfections in the flange
surface and seal better than the Flexitallic. Becauseof the size of the gasket and the nature
of the material it was supplied in five segmentswith the individual segments joined by a
dovetail.

Maintenance lead the effort in determining the advantages/disadvantagesof Hytorq vs.
multitensioners. Apparently, Phillips Petroleum had performed a study which found no
apparent advantageof one system over another. Therefore, it was decided to modify the
Hytorq system currently owned by the PSDF so that four torque heads could be used
simultaneously.

During CCTIC the filter vessel was filled with ash and 77 of the 91 filter elements were
broken. When the head was removed from the vessel, there was significant corrosion on
the tubesheet surfaces and on the upper manway door. The corrosion was removed with
wire brushes, treated, and the Garlok gasket installed. The manufacturer recommended
strongly againstusing a silicone caulk so none was used. The Garlok gasket was much
simpler to install than the Flexitallic gasket. Because of the large diameter and thinness of
the Flexitallic gasket it took eight people to place it without bending. Since the Garlok
gasket is installed in five segments and joined by dovetails, it could be installed by two
employees.

The manufacturer recommended a torque of 900 ft/lb (which was used) even though based
on the Flexitallic experience there was skepticism that it would seal. There was also some

6.1.5-3
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concern about whether or not the dovetailed joints would leak. The bolts were torqued
with the four-head Hytorq in multiple passesto the manufacturer’s recommendations.
The vessel was pressure tested; there was a small leak at one of the dovetailed joints at 300
psi. The torque was increased to 1,100 ft/lb and the vessel joint held to 33o psi.

To minimize the corrosion on the manway doors, the maintenance crew installed a solid
disc ofGarlok3125SS. This has worked extremely well, and during an inspection in
December 1996 there was no corrosion found on the doors. For the tubesheet, the next
set of Garlok gasketsordered were 41/zinches wide. This is much wider than required for
the pressure rating, but it will entirely cover the exposed metal surfaces and help prevent
corrosion.

It is unknown why the Flexitallic gasketwas unable to sealthe filter vessel. Both
maintenance and the PCD team have considered attempting once more to use the
Flexitallic gasketswith the four-head Hytorq wrench to see if it will successfully seal.
However, -this is difficult to justify because the Garlok gasket has the following advantages
over the Flexitallic:

o At least in this application, the Garlok gasketsealed successfully and the
Flexitallic did not.

~ As mentioned, the Garlok gasket is much easierto handle and install.

~ Because it is segmented, the Garlok gasket can be stored in a fraction of the
space. (A separatestorage facility for the gasketsfor this vessel and the FL0352
vessel (120-inch flange) had been designed and was about to be constructed,
which would have allowed for horizontal storage of the gasketsto prevent them
from becoming elliptical. Construction of this facility has been canceled, which
saved the project severalthousand dollars.)

~ A 4 l/2-inch wide Garlok gasket l/4-inch thick costs less.

At least for the near term, there are no plans to use Flexitallic gasketson any of the large
(> 60-inch) flanges for the PCDS. The largest flange on the Foster-Wheeler combustor
PCD (FL0352) is 120 inches in diameter. This vessel is designed to be sealwelded to
provide a pressure boundary, but at this time it is believed that this vessel can be
adequately sealed using only the Garlok gaskets.

6.1.5-4
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6.1.6 Test Run CCTIA

6.1.6.1 Summary

CCTIA was the initialrun for theWestinghousePCD (FL0301.) The testlastedfrom July22 to
July26,1996. Becausethiswas theinitialtestrunwith both the PCD and the transportreactor
(TIL)connected, the firstpartof the test concentratedon circulationof aluminawithintheTR to
evaluatethe interactionsof the two systems. On July24 coke breezewas added to theTR in an
attemptto begin combustingsolid fuel. However, due to low thermalinput from the start-up
burnerthe temperaturein theTR was too low to burn the coke breeze. Ultimately,the test
ended for two reasons:the ashremoval screw conveyor for the TR jammed and the start-up
burnerplugged (dueto the formation of deposits).

Over~ theperformance of thePCD was fairlystable. The maximumtemperaturereachedwas
550”F and the operatingpressurethroughoutthe runwas approximately60 psig. The filterface
velociiy duringtherunwas about 6 fi/ruin, and the filterbaselinepressuredrop was typically40
inWG. The pulsepressurefor therunwas setat450 psig and thepulse AP triggervariedfrom
50 to 100inWG. In additionto theAP trigger,thepulse systemautomaticallypulsed every30
minutes. The rateof increasein the filterAP was typicallya function of circulationratein the
TR. If the circulationratewas low (or stopped) theAP risebetween pulseswas small.
However, athigh circulationrates,the filterAP would risefrom thebaselinepressuredrop to
the triggerpressuredrop withinthe 30-minuteintervalbetweenpulses.

On July25 and 26 the atmosphericbaghouseAP increasedto thepoint where it puked three
times. Ash samplesremoved from the baghouseappearedto be fine and grayin color and
became progressivelydarkerwith time. At thatpoint therewas concern about a leak/breakage
withinthePCD. The PCD was inspectedon July30 andno problems were discovered.
Ultimately,it was discoveredthatthemajori~ of particulatewas probably aluminaremainingin
the piping from previous circulationtestsbefore the PCD was installed.The darkcolor was due
to coke breeze from the feeder systemvent.

Test conditions for thisrunarelistedin tables6.1.6-1 and -2. Data from thisrun areshown in
figures6.1.6-1 and -2.

6,1,6,2 Test Objectives

The primarytestobjective was to support theTR/PCD start-upactivitiesand gainexperience
operatingthe PCD. The only PCD-relatedobjectiveswere to complete typical“shakedown”
activities(varyingthepulseAP trigger,checkingout thepuke logic and instrumentation,etc.);
therewere no PCD-specific testobjectives.
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6.1.6.3 Observations/Events

The following sectionsrefer to numbersin the graphsfound in figures6.1.6-1 and –2. Refer to
table 6.1.6-2 for relatedinformation on the following observationsand events.

A. Start-up/PI SystemRestarted- July22 at 14:00. The systemwas pressuretestedup
to 330 psig from July 19 through21. There were two smallleaksin the 84-inchPCD
flangeat 185 psig, so the decisionwas made to limitthe operatingpressurefor the
testto 150 psig.

At 07:40 the balancingof all thepressuretransmitterswas completed and steamflow
startedto the primarygas cooler to begin warmingthePCD. The PCD backpulse
systemwas startedat 16:40with a pulse AP triggerof 50 inWG.

The PI systemhad been “down” most of thistimeperiod. The systembegan
recordingdataat 14:00 on July22.

B. PCD Ash Removal SystemPlugged- July23 at 05:30. At 05:30 on July23 thePCD
ashremoval dense-phasesystem(FD0520) trippeddue to a piece of refractory
pluggingthe outletconveyingline. The reactorwas repressurizedso that
maintenancecould safelyremove the pluggage. The ashremoval systemwas
operationalby 15:30.

Even though theTR was depressurized,therewas a slightflow of airinto the system
to keep the nozzles and instrumentationfrom plugging. This airflow was sufficient
to carryoverenough particulateto the PCD to cause a rise in the filter AP. Because
of plantsafetyprocedures,the pulse systemwas also repressurizedwhile
maintenancewas working on the FD0520 system. By 13:00 the AP had reached
about 70 inWG, so the airflow to the TR was reduced.

c. Pulse System Restxted - July 23 at 15:50. Once maintenancehad completed their
work the pulse systemwas repressurizedandput back into operation.

D. TransportReactor Main BurnerLit - July23 at 21:00. The TR pilot was lit at 17:40
and the main burnerlit at 21:00.

E. TR Circulation Started - July 24 at 00:30. Circulation was initiated in the TR at 00:30

on July 24. There was a rise in the filter AP as fine alumina was carried over to the
PCD.

6.1.6-2
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F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

o.

P.

TR Circulation Stopped - July 24 at 05:20. Several times throughout the run the
TR circulation rate was stopped (or reduced) and thenrestarted. This happened
for a varietyof reasons, but the response of the PCD to the change was consistent.

Whenever the TR was circulating solids, the filter AP would typically rise from
the baseline AP of about 40 inWG to the pulse AP triggerbefore thepulse system
was activatedby the 30-minute timer. If the TR was not circulatingsolids, the
rise in filter AP would be very small over the 30-minutepulse interval.

PCD Pulse AP TriggerRaised to 75 inWG - July24 at 12:30. At two occasions in

the run, July 24 at 12:30 andJuly25 at 18:30, thepulseAP trigger was changed. The
primaryreason for this change was to verifj that the pulse logic was working
correctly.

TR Circulation Started -July 24 at 15:20.

Coke Breeze Batch Fed to Transport Reactor - July 25 at 01:10 untilJuly 26 at 0430.
From 01:10 on July 25 until 0430 on July 26 several attempts were made to burn
coke breeze in the TR. At that time, the thermal input from the start-up burner was
not sufficient to heat the TR to a temperature where the coke breeze would ignite.
Typically, the circulation was minimized to maximize the temperature in the TR in
hopes that the coke breeze would ignite. After a period of time, the circulation was
restarted to minimize temperature differentials throughout the system. Throughout
this period there were several events when the circulation was minimized, stopped,
or restarted for this reason.

TR Circulation Stopped -July 25 at 01:50.

TR Circulation Started - July 25 at 03:20.

TR Main Burner Tripped - July 25 at 05:55.

TR Circulation Decreased - July 25 at 09:40.

PCD Pulse DP Trigger Raised to 100 inWG -July 25 at 18:30.

TR Ash Removal Screw Jammed, Began Shutdown -July 26 at 15:30. The TR ash
removal screw (FD0206) jammed and the decision was made to shut down by
reducing the burner firing rate.

TR Main Burner Tripped, End of Test - July 26 at 18:05. While the temperature was
being reduced, the burner tripped. The bu&er was difficult to res~ s; the run was
ended.

6.1,6-3
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6.1.6,4 Analysis of Solid Samples

Only three samples were taken during the run. The first sample, taken on July 25 at 01:50, was
very fine and almost pure white. YVhenanalyzed by the Microtrak, the sample had a mass mean
particle diameter of about one micron. No chemical analysiswas performed on the sample as it
was assumed that the sample was fine alumina.

Two samples were taken on July 26, one at 01:00, and one at 06:25. The color of the samples
became progressively darker due the accumulation of unburned coke breeze within the system.
The 06:25 sample was essentiallyblack. A loss of ignition (LOI) was performed on the two
samples. The sample at 01:00 had a LOI of 5.2 percent and the sample at 06:25 had a LOI of
12.7 percent.

Both of the samples had a broad distribution of particle sizes ranging fkom 0.2 to 270
micrometers (probably due to the addition of the unburned coke breeze). The mass mean
particle size of both of these samples ranged fkom 8 to 10 micrometers. Figure 6.1.6-3 indicates
the mass mean pa.rdcle size and the time the samples were taken. Figure 6.1.6-4 shows the
particle size distributions (PSDS) for the three samples.

A chemical analysiswas performed on the sample taken at 01:00 on July 26. The analysis of the
ashed sample indicated that it was 95-percent alumina oxide with traces of calcium, iron,
phosphorous, potassium, and silicon.

6.1.6.5 Run Outcome

Starting on July 25 the differential pressure in the process baghouse began rising, indicating the
presence of solids. From July 25 to 26 the baghouse back-pulsed three times as shown in figure

6.1.6-5. (The “spikes” above the AP curve are due to an improperly tuned temperature control
loop for the dilution air blower upstream of the baghouse. The controller would cause the fan
inlet vanes to oscillate, causing an increase in flow to the baghouse and therefore an increase in

AP.) There was a significant quantity of ash removed from the baghouse. The ash was dark

grayin appearanceand theLOI for the ashwas about 1.0percent. However, thePSD of the
ashwas significantly differentthat than of the ash removed from the PCD. As shown in figure
6.1.6-6, the mass mean particlediameter of the ash fkom the baghousewas approximately25
micrometers, while the mass mean diameter of the PCD ash was 8 to 10 micrometers.

Initially it was assumed that there was a breech in the PCD. The upper manway door was
opened on July 30 to inspect the clean (upper) side of the tubesheet. There was no dust present
on any part of the tubesheet.

6.1.6-4
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Due to the large PSD of the material in the baghouse, it is speculated that the “ash” was actually
alumina which was left in the system from circulation tests conducted prior to the Westinghouse
PCD commissioning. The gray color and the LOI of the material probably came from coke
breeze that was carried over from the vent system on the coal feeder. This vent line discharged
upstream of the system pressure letdown valve and the carryover of material through this line
caused the failure of the pressure letdown valve during the next run (CCTIB).

6.1.6-5
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Table 6.1.6-1

CCTIA Run Statistics

Staft time 7/22/96 at 07:40

End time 7126196 at 18:05

Coal type Coke breeze
Hours on coal No sustained combustion

Sorbent type No sorbent feed
TR bed material Alumina

Number of candles 91
Candle Iavout no. 1
Filtration area -265 W

Pulse valve open time 0.2 seconds
Pulse time trigger 30 minutes
Pulse pressure 450 *50 psi
Pulse DP trigger Variable (50 inWG initially)

Table 6,1,6-2

CCTIA Major Events (Refer to Figures 6.1.6-1 and -2)

I Event I Descrit)tion I Date at Time I
1 Start-up/Pi system restarted 7/22 at 14:00
2 PCD ash removal system plugged 7/23 at 05:30

3 Pulse system restarted 7/23 at 15:50
4 Trans~ort reactor (TR) main burner lit 7/23 at 21:00

I 5 I TR circulation statted I 7/24 at 00:30 I
6 TR circulation stopped 7/24 at 05:20

7 PCD pulse DP trigger raised to 75 inWG 7/24 at 12:30

8 TR circulation started 7/24 at 15:30
9 Coke breeze batch fed to transport reactor 7/25 at 01:10 to

7/26 at 04:30
I 10 ‘1 TR circulation stomed I 7/25 at 01:50 I
I 11 I TR circulation started I 7/25 at 03:20 I
I 12 I TR main burner tripped 7/25 at 05:55

13 TR circulation decreased 7/25 at 09:40

14 PCD pulse DP trigger raised to 100 inWG 7125 at 18:30
15 TR ash screw jammed, began shutdown 7/26 at 15:30

I 16 I TR main burner trirmed, end of test I 7/26 at 18:05 I

6.1.6-6
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